
Week 2 (Welcoming Everyone)  2.1

At-a-Glance To Do Shine Materials Supplies

Prepare
Ready your heart 
to lead children in 
worship and learning. 

• Read the scripture passage and the Bible essay 
on the Prepare page.

• Print Student Pages.

• Teacher’s Guide
• Student Pages 

(2.6–2.7)

• Bible

Connect
Guide children in 
getting to know friends, 
God, and Bible verses. 

• Everybody Sing: 
Worship Songs for 
Children

• Matthew 22 Poster (RP)

• CD or MP3 player
• Battery-operated 

candle

Share the Story
Immerse children in 
the Bible story. Discover 
ways it relates to their 
lives. 

• Preview “Read, Watch, Listen” items.
• Practice telling the Bible story with specified 

props.
• Prepare the Double-Sided Story Figures 

(p. 1.9), if not previously prepared for 
session 1. (The Double-Sided Story Figures will 
also be used session 9.)

• Cut out four circles from felt, fabric, or paper. 
Size them so a Double-Sided Story Figure can 
be laid on each one.

• Story Picture (RP)
• Double-Sided Story 

Figures (p. 1.9)

• Bible
• Cloth backdrop
• Four circles cut 

from felt, fabric, or 
paper

• Box or basket
• Rolled-up piece of 

paper (scroll)

Responsive Play
Go deeper into the 
Bible story with chosen 
activities.

• Choose which Responsive Play options you will 
offer and gather needed supplies.

• Supplies for chosen 
Responsive Play 
activities

• Supplies for chosen 
Responsive Play 
activities

Bless
Send children into the 
world with a blessing.

• Send home Student Pages and any craft 
activities.

• Everybody Sing: 
Worship Songs for 
Children

• Student Pages

• CD or MP3 player

Week 2

Welcoming Everyone
James 1:27–2:8, 14–17

Story Summary
The book of James offers counsel to God’s people on how to stay true to Christ . James warned against the common practice 
of giving honored seats to people in fine clothes and disrespecting poor people . God has chosen the poor of the world to be 
rich in faith . Jesus’ followers should follow the scriptures that say, “You shall love your neighbor as yourself .”

Faith Link
We can treat everyone with kindness .
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Prepare
Welcoming Everyone
James 1:27–2:8, 14–17
by Carrie Martens

The good news of Jesus is for all people—yes . So what does that look like on the 
ground in newly formed or even well-established congregations? According to 
James, it’s about actions; it’s about a lived faith . Some believe that James contra-
dicts the apostle Paul, who emphasizes salvation through faith, not works . How-
ever, James is not calling for action that simply accumulates salvation points, or 
that is even socially just; he calls for action that flows directly from faith .

The image presented by James is vivid and convicting . A person of wealth in 
fine clothing and gold rings enters the gathering . So too does a person in rags . 
Judging one to be worthy, the people immediately begin to curry favor, ignoring 
the depth and breadth of each person’s identity . And James rightfully calls them 
to examine their behavior . He asks if their acts of favoritism demonstrate a true 
belief in Jesus Christ .

This is a striking rebuke, calling out flagrant discrimination . His audience, 
Jewish Christian congregations, would have quickly recognized James’ pointed 
references . First, he reminds them of Jesus’ teachings in the Beatitudes—“Has 
not God chosen the poor in the world to be rich in faith and to be heirs of the 
kingdom  .  .  .?” Second, he calls them back to the “royal law,” the greatest com-
mandment, rooted in Jewish tradition and championed by Jesus . Their favorit-
ism and judgment clearly place them outside of true faith .

James invites his beloved siblings in Christ to see the poor, not for their out-
ward appearance, but for their belovedness in the eyes of God and the richness 
of their faith . And he invites his siblings to consider the rich, not as potential 
patrons or benefactors, but for the ways in which they have used their wealth to 
oppress . True faith in Christ, or “religion that is pure and undefiled before God,” 
is not compatible with partiality or favoritism . Rather, true faith is embodied in 
acts of compassion that spring directly from love, faith, and commitment .

The teaching we receive in this text from James is timeless . It reminds us 
that faith and action are two sides of the same coin . But it also challenges us 
to reflect deeply on the favoritism, discrimination, and inequality that exist in 
our own congregations and communities . Humans must be received for the 
whole of who they are, not judged based on our limited vision and our limit-
ing stereotypes .

Recall a time when you were treated a particular way based on your out-
ward appearance. What was that like? Consider all the stereotypes you 
might have for people who appear to be rich or poor.

God, your love and grace does not depend on my actions, yet you invite me to act. 
Make me aware of my own stereotypes and biases so that I can see discrimination 
and act with justice and compassion. Amen.
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Connect
Make Friends
Give each child a designated place to sit and start your time together with a 
welcome chant . Repeat the chant until everyone in the group has been named:

Hello, friends, hello! Give a friendly wave! (Wave to everyone.) 
Hello, _____ and _____. (Insert two children’s names as you wave 
at them.) 
We’re glad you’re here today! (Clap twice.)

Sing
Sing “Spread God’s Love Around,” track 3, and “Love the Lord Your God,” track 5, 
from Worship Songs for Children .

Pray
Turn on a battery-operated candle . Say:

The light shines! God is with us. God is very good.

Pray with hand gestures and facial expressions . Demonstrate the hand mo-
tions and facial expressions first, and then say the prayer once or twice . Children 
may join you in these movements or expressions as you pray .

God, when people feel sad (place your palms on the floor and make 
a sad face), help them to feel happy. (Lift up your hands, palms up, 
and smile.)

When people feel lonely (place your palms on the floor and make a 
sad face), help them to find a friend. (Lift up your hands, palms up, 
and smile.)

When people are fighting on the playground (place your palms on 
the floor and make a sad face), help them to play and have fun. (Lift up 
your hands, palms up, and smile.) Amen.

Learn a Verse
Hug yourself and gently rock from side to side as you read the first portion 
of the Bible memory verse from the Matthew 22 Poster in the Resource Pack . 
Then say a few words at a time so children can echo the words, as shown in the 
lines below .

Jesus replied: (children echo) 
“Love the Lord (children echo) 
your God (children echo) 
with all your heart.” (Children echo.)

—Matthew 22:37a (NIV)

Teaching Tip
When you show facial expressions 
in the prayer, children are likely to 
mirror those feelings back to you. 
Young children are also learning 
to connect words and emotions. 
Learning to name feelings helps 
children to manage those feelings. 
Through this prayer, children can 
experience God’s loving heart and 
desire to soothe us in our distress.
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Share the Story
Get Ready
Spread out a solid-color cloth for a storytelling backdrop . Use the 10 Double-Sided 
Story Figures from page 1 .9 in this guide (used session 1) . Have four circles cut 
from felt, fabric, or paper to show a “place” for four figures . Use your story box or 
basket to have these props ready beside you .

Show children a Bible and tell them that the story comes from the Bible . Say:

The Bible tells us about God’s love (hold your hands like an open book) 
for people here (point to the children), 
for people there (point toward a door or window), 
for people everywhere. (Extend both arms out to the side.)

Bible Story
James followed the way of Jesus . He wrote a letter about what it means to live 
like Jesus .

“Take care of children who don’t have parents . (Put two sad children story fig-
ures on the cloth.) Love them and give them a family . (Flip the two children to the 
happy side and add two happy adult story figures around them.)

Be a friend for women who are lonely and do not have enough . (Put two sad 
woman story figures on the cloth.) Give them what they need . (Flip the sad women 
to the happy side.)

If someone wears fancy clothes and jewelry (place story figure with a sash on 
the cloth), while someone else wears old, dirty clothes (place story figure with 
a torn robe on the cloth), give both people a good place to sit . (Place two circles on 
the cloth and move the story figure with the sash onto one circle and the story figure 
with the torn robe onto the other circle.) Be kind to both people, and do not give 
special attention to the one wearing fancy clothes and jewelry .

God welcomes everyone, including people who do not have enough clothes 
or food . (Add two more circles next to the other circles and put a sad person story 
figure on each one.) Do not just say to them, ‘Stay warm and go have a nice 
dinner!’ Instead, give them the clothes and food they need .” (Flip the two sad 
people so they are happy.)

I Wonder . . .
Use the story figures as you ask several wondering questions .

• (Set out the story figure with the shabby robe and the one with a sash .) I 
wonder why people would be nicer to this person (point to sash) than 
this person (point to shabby robe) .

• (Give each child a story figure.) Show how you would feel if you did not 
have enough food or clothing . (Demonstrate how to show either the happy 
side or sad side of a figure.)

• How would you feel if someone gave you a special dinner? (Cue children 
to turn their story figure to the happy or sad side.)

• Let’s imagine all these friends sitting at a table together . (Help children 
place all the story figures in a large circle, happy side up.)

Teaching Tip
Today begins a set of six stories 
about caring for vulnerable people. 
Young children first learn about 
loving care when they are treated 
with love and respect by the adults 
in their lives. They build on this 
experience of being cared for and 
learn to empathize with others as 
they care for baby dolls or learn 
about baby animals. These founda-
tional experiences equip children, 
as they grow, to learn to advocate 
for themselves and for other people 
using their words and actions.

Welcoming Everyone

James 1:27–2:8, 14–17

Illustration by Jesse Graber

Read, Watch, Listen
Book: The Kindness Book by 
Todd Parr

Art: Internet search for “Kindness 
Rocks” or “Kindness Murals”

Video: “Mila Kunis: Include” by 
Sesame Street (YouTube)

Song: “The More We Get Together” 
by Raffi (YouTube)
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Responsive Play
Re-play
The story emphasizes making a place 
for everyone and not leaving anyone 
out . Provide toy people figures and 
small squares of paper . Children can 
spread out the squares in different 
ways and set one figure on top of 
each square to represent making a 
place for everyone . Stones or small 
toy animals could be used in place 
of the people figures . An alternative 
would be to use craft stick “people” 
and play dough . Make small lumps 
of play dough and stand a craft stick 
in each lump to represent a per-
son . For a play dough recipe, go to 
www .ShineCurriculum .com/Extras .

Supplies
 � Paper squares
 � Toy people figures, stones, or 
small toy animals

 � Play dough and craft sticks 
(optional)

Move
Play a relay game about giving a place 
to everyone . In the story, James told 
the people to welcome someone in 
fancy clothes and someone in shabby 
clothes . Line up and take a turn, one 
at a time, to choose a dress-up item 
out of a basket, quickly move around 
a chair, sit on the chair, and then 
return the item to the basket . This 
set of instructions will be enough of 
a challenge for most young children 
to follow, but you could add instruc-
tions if your group needs more of a 
challenge, such as “hop to the basket” 
or “tiptoe around the chair .”

Supplies
 � “Fancy” dress-up clothes 
(royal robe or shiny shirt)

 � “Shabby” dress-up clothes 
(burlap sack or “vest” cut from 
a paper bag)

 � Chair

Make Peace
Play the “A Seat for Everyone” Game 
on Student Page 2 .7 . Be sure to print 
this page one-sided because it will 
be cut . If the children in your group 
are comfortable with scissors, have 
them cut out the people cards at the 
bottom of the page by themselves . 
If not, precut the cards . Follow the 
instructions on the page for how to 
play . As you play, talk about ways you 
can help people feel welcome, such 
as making sure everyone has a chair 
and the supplies they need .

Supplies
 � Student Pages
 � Scissors
 � Dice

Bless
Gather in a circle . Turn on “May God Bless You” from Worship Songs for Children, track 15, as quiet background music . Move 
from child to child, saying:

__________ (child’s name), you are special! God loves you.
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Welcoming 
Everyone
James wrote a letter to the ones

who followed Jesus’ ways.
He told them to do what is right

and care for all each day.

For children without parents,
he said to give them care,

and give these children family
to love and to be there.

For women who were lonely
because their husbands died,

he said to be their friend
and stay close to their side.

Today’s story is the first 
in a set of six stories about 
caring for the vulnerable.
Is there someone in your community 
or church who may be lonely? Consider 
going to visit or inviting someone to vis-
it you and your family for the first time . 

Prepare a snack to share by cutting 
some fruit, such as slicing grapes in 
half, cutting pieces of melon, or slicing 
bananas . Children can make small fruit 
skewers by putting several pieces of fruit 
onto toothpicks .
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James said to welcome everyone,
in plain or fancy clothes.

Everyone should have a place,
and each one should be known.

He said to make sure that each one
has enough to wear and eat.

He said to use kind words and
give people what they need.
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“A Seat for Everyone” Game
Cut out the six people game pieces at the bottom of the page . Roll a die and put a person on the square showing the number 
you rolled . If there is already a person on the number you rolled, move that person to a different place so the new person 
can be welcomed . Play by yourself or take turns playing with a friend .

Week 2
James 1:27–2:8, 14–17

Illustrations by Jesse Graber
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